
AROUND THE TABLE



Here at VOX, we believe that true freedom begins at home,  

and how we live greatly affects out lives. That’s why it is our goal 

to constantly develop and deliver complex interior solutions  

so that your space is intuitive to use, easy to change, helpful  

with everyday activities and pleasant to look at.

Freedom begins every morning when we meet at the table - 

there is space for each and every one of us. It seems like such  

a common object, and yet it is the table that gathers us around 

and makes us want to be together. Other furniture can only envy 

it for the warmth it generates.
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YOUR HOME’S  

CHRONICLES
Human freedom lies in nature, which is where  

the Nature collection seeks its inspiration.

Tabletop and legs from natural wood.

The metal recess is a handy place for herbs, 
spices and hot pots. Six discreet drawers.
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Nature table
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IT ’S WOOD, NATURALLY
Natural materials change and mature together with us. Scratches 

and dents in wood make a home’s history.  An oak tabletop gathers 

stories about your family being with you every day and will trigger 

your memories.

Rounded table edges make 
every day comfortable.

Profiled drawers don’t take up leg space.

Closer Chair
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Nature Table
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COVER,  

BUT DON’T HIDE
Natural oak is too beautiful to be covered with  

a festive tablecloth. If you want to decorate it, 

choose natural ornaments: pinecones, bark, 

cinnamon sticks or anis stars.

Buildings Ornament Tarro Vase 9
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FOR YOU!

FOR THE KITCHEN,  

DINING ROOM AND OFFICE .
The 4 You collection table, with its double top, 

functional recess and mobile drawers, can’t wait  

for the tasks you will entrust it with.

Spacious recess for herbs, tealights,  
pens and whatever else you like.
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Mobile drawers will keep 
everything at hand. 11



4 YOU table
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Extendible table 139-179-219x100

100x100 table

FOR TWO AND FOR TWELVE!

Three sizes of tables, two available tabletops colors 

- choose one for yourself.

Zaokrąglone krawędzie blatu 
to wygoda każdego dnia.200x100 table Available colors

Available colors 13



4 YOU table
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WHEN A REGULAR DESK 

IS NOT ENOUGH

Geo bin

Collo lamp

Spacious drawers, a recess for wires and a large 

desktop area will allow you to create your perfect 

workspace.

Jungle swivel chair

Available colors

Sato clock 15



4 YOU table
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A white tabletop is a perfect background for tasteful 

arrangements. Put together different patterns, 

shapes and colors without any worries. Experiment 

- it tastes better when it’s served beautifully.

WHITE CANVAS

Tassel large condiment holding setHouse ornament 17
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TIME FOR A CHANGE

The recess in the middle of the tabletop is open 

to your ideas. You can place decorations or 

candles with stability. You can use it to heat your 

meals. And if you want to have a smooth tabletop, 

you can cover it with especially fitted covers.
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TOGETHER EVERY DAY
The Spot collection is a fusion of white and wood 

that will bring peace and harmony to your interior. 

The table accompanying your family all day will 

become your best friend.

Extendable tabletop.

Stable hardwood legs. Concealable recess with practical boxes.
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SPOT table
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FAMILY  

COMMAND CENTER

Treno blanket

Favo cushion

Bench with three drawers

The whole family meets at the table. Sometimes friends 

and accquaintances join too. It’s a special piece of furniture 

which makes us spend time together talking, making 

decisions, laughing or making plans for the future.

There is enough space for everyone - all you need to do  

is add a bench or a few stools with comfortable cushions.  

And when your guests leave, the stools build a clever chest 

of drawers.
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SPOT table
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SHOW OFF A LITTLE

Futu teapotForen sugar bowlForen mug

Futu bowl

There are certain dishes and decorations that 

create an interior’s mood and we like them so 

much that we don’t want them hidden. Put them 

in the recess in the middle of the table and enjoy 

all the time.

Foren round plate  
- 2 piece set.
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Tabletop from heat and scratch  
resistant laminate.

Stable wooden legs.

STRAIGHT TO THE TABLE

Square, rectangular or round? Regardless of the 

shape, your kitchen table is the most important 

place of family gatherings. The Balance collection 

offers four models to choose from.
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Large rectangular table
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FESTIVE TABLE  

FOR ANY INTERIOR

Medium rectangular tableRound table Square table 29



GO FOR WHITE

In our offer you will find a few collections of white 

crockery and table accessories that can be freely 

put together and used at any occasion.

The wood effect tabletop will make a perfect 

background for white dishes that will boost the 

appeal of your culinary delight.
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TABLE , EXTEND YOURSELF!

The Lori collection table will hide whatever you want to 

keep in it.LO
R

I Spacious compartmet under  
the opening tabletop.

Extendible tabletop (160-240cm) with synchronised guiding rails.  
You will extend it with one hand!

Stable wooden rounded legs. 33



Lori table
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Nixie chair - taupe

Relax. With Lori you will quickly extend your 

table’s surface and everyone will be able to sit 

comfortably.

UNEXPECTED  

GUESTS?

Nixie chair - ecru 35



Lori table
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THE TABLE HAS BEEN SET
Every day brings us more things that are important 

to us and difficult to part with. Especially at festive 

times. Thanks to Lori, they will all be arranged, hidden 

or displayed, and always at hand.

Pico jug with handle Sabler jug 37
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THIS TABLE  

HAS GOT POTENTIAL

3
D

Extendible table

The 3D collection table is ready for great change. 

You can gradually enlarge its surface from 130 cm 

to 254 cm or even up to 3 meters.
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There are occasions we want to celebrate with 

everyone. This sometimes means a lot of guests.  

The 3D table will allow you to change a regular room 

into an amazing dining hall that will fit in the whole 

family.

A TRUE FEAST
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Nature table
w180/d100/h75 cm

2Pir extendible table
w132-192-252-312/d92/h78 cm 

4 You table 100x100
w100/d100/h76 cm

Spot extendible table
w146-198/d104/h76 cm 

Spot bench with 3 drawers
w154/d47/h48 cm 

Spot stool with a drawer
w57,5/d47/h48 cm

4 You table bench
w170/d36/h46 cm

4 You extendible table
w139-179-219/d100/h76 cm

4 You table 200x100
w200/d100/h76 cm

Create your space as you want it. For 

inspiration and solutions check out  

vox.pl

VOX TABLES

Lori table
w160-200-240/d90/h77 cm
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Domo chair
w40,5/d48/h80 cm

Bent chair
w45/d50/h85 cm

Closer chair
w45/d56/h82 cm

Nixie chair - grey
w46/d44/h90 cm

Nixie chair - taupe
w46/d44/h90 cm

Nixie chair - ecru
w46/d44/h90 cm

Mio table
w164/d97,5/h77 cm

Classic extendible table 180
w180-225-270/d85/h76 cm 
Classic extendible table 140
w140-172,5-205/d85/h76 cm 

Inbox table 
w160-205-250/d90/h76 cm

3D extendible table
w130-190-250-310/d90/h78 cm

Hifi extendible table
w130-180-280-330/d90/h78 cm

Balance medium table
w138/d92/h76 cm

Balance large table
w175/d92/h76 cm

Balance small table
w92/d92/h76 cm

Balance round table
w120/h76 cm
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voxfurniture.com

Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k.

Janikowo, ul. Gnieźnieńska 26/28

62-006 Kobylnica

Poland


